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ABSTRACT requirements. The low-burnup plutonium.spec.wa _ rela:
lively easy to interpretbecause of the isotoptc unfformlvyaria

High-burnup-plutonium holdup has been assayed quanti- low americiumcontent of most materials of this type.
tativeiy by low-resolution gamma-rayspectrometry. The as-
say was calibrated with four plutonium standards represent- Similar measurements of high-burnupplutonium holdup
ing a range of fuel burnupand 241Am content. Selection of are of interest to the operators of oxide conversion and fuel
a calibration standardbased on its qualitative spectral simi- fabrication facilities, for the reasons stated above, and to
larivyto gamma-ray spectra of the process material is par- international inspection agencies, for verificationof operator
tiaUy responsible for the success of these holdup measure- declarations. Because of high burnup,however, significant
ments. The spectral analysis method is based on the deter- americium ingrowth is tyvical of fuel cycle materials. Inter-
ruination of net counts in a single spectral region of interest ferences from'237Uand 241Am gamma rays in the plutonium
(ROD. However, the low-resolution gank-na-rayassay sig- assay region, usually chosen to include the intense 239pu
nal for the high-burnup plutoniu_a incl,,_des unknown gamma rays at 375 and 414 keV,can give _se to biases of
amounts of contamination from241Am. Forn'._stneeds, the 100% or more [depending on the z_/U and _Am fractions
range of calibration standards required for this selection and on the chosen energy region-of-interest (ROI)] in holdup
procedure is not available. A new low-resolution gamma- assays derived fromcalibrations performedwith a low-bmi..-
ray spectral analysis procedure for assay of 239pu has been un,.nlutonium source.. The zslU. content, in equilibriumwith
developed. The procedure uses the calculated isotope activ- its _,ilpu parent, is a funcuon of fuel burnup. The _41Am
ivyratios and the measured net counts in three spectral ROIs fraction is a function of both the burnup and age of the
to evaluate and remove the 24tAm contamination from the matex_al. Typical holdup deposits for high-throughput
239pu assay signal on a spectrum-by-spectrum basis. The processes would consist of unknown admixtures of materi-
calibration for the new procedure requires only a single als representing a wide range of both variables. The biases
plutonium standard. The procedurealso provides a measure resulting from interferences can be avoided by performing
of the burnup and age attributes of holdup deposits. The the same holdupmeasurements with solid state,_gh-resolu-
new procedure has been demonstrated using portable tion hyperpure germanium (HI_e)detectors z instead of
gamma-ray spectroscopy equipment for a wide range of NaI(TI), butnot without sacrificing convenience, portability,
plutonium standards and has also been applied to the assay simplicity, and economy.
of 239pu holdup in a mixed oxide fuel fabricationfacility.

A recentcalibration of the new, polyethylene-moderated
3He slab detection systems for assay, by neutron coinci-

I. INTRODUCTION dence counting, of high-burnup plutonium holdup in the
glove boxes of a fuel fabrication facility provided an oppor-

Quantities of low-burnup plutonium as holdup in the tunity to simultaneously test the low-resolution gamma-ray
process equipment of US production facilities have been holdup assay methods applied to this material type. Because
measured by simple procedures that use low-resolution of the unknown and variable effects of interferences on the
gamma-raydetoctors, typically NaI(TI)scintillators, coupled assays obtained from NaI(TI) spectra using a single ROI
to photomultiplier tubes and portable multichannel analyz- technique, thecalibration of the gamma-ray holdupassay for
ers.l The timely assay of holdup quantities has important these glove-box measurements was performed with four
safety consequences in connection with criticality limits for plutonium reference standards representing a range of bum-
special nuclear material (SNM) deposit masses, as well as up and age. The calibration that was finally "_sedto quantify
accountability benefits in providinginventory quantities, and the holdup was chosen based on a visual comparison
process control benefits with respect to equipment cleanout between spectra from actual holdup deposits and those

obtained with the variable-burnup and -age reference start-
*This work is supported by the US Departmentof Energy in dards used in the calibration measurements.
cooperation with the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development C.,.,."rpcm_onof Japan. The gamma-ray holdup measurements appeared to be
**Present Address is: Departmentof Chemical and Nuclear successful in that the results agreed reasonablywell with the
Engineering, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM neutron coincidence assays. However, it is time consuming87131
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and impractical for most users to perform the holdup calibra- quantity. The method requires the selection of measurement
tion with multiple plutonium stan_dardsthat cover a range of geometries to establish the holdup deposit as either a rela-
burnup and age and to subsequently choose the calibration tively small, centered point (point source), a long and rela-
based on qualitative comparisons of spectra. Therefore, a tively narrow, centered line (line source), or a relatively large
new approach to analyzing low-resolution gamma-ray spec- area (area source) in the large and circular detector field of
tra of high-burnup plutonium has been developed and tested, view. By spacing adjacent measurements (performed on a
The goal of this approach is to provide a calibration for assay line or area source) a distance equal to the full width at the
of plutonium holdup that requires only one plutonium refer- half maximum of the radial detection response at the deposit
cnce standard but retair s the ability to correct for intcffer- surface, uniform coverage of the entire length or surface is
ences. The ability to determine attributes that verify burnup assured. The line or area source assay gives isotope mass
and age using this new analysis approach was also tested, per unit length or area, respectively, at the measurement

location. The average assay result for ali locations on the
Section II of this paper describes the gamma-ray mea- line or area multiplied by the length of the line or by the sur-

suremcnts of holdup in the glove boxes and the comparison face area, respectively, gives the total isotope mass. Knowl-
of these results with the neutroncoincidence measurements, edge of the fraction of the assay isotope is required to obtain
Section III discusses the new analysis method and tests the the element mass. The assay result is corrected for attenua-
method on variable burnup plutonium reference standards, tion of the gamma rays (of well-defined energies) by the
Section IV presents the results of rc-analysis of the glove- equipment.
box holdup spectra using the new analysis technique.

The generalized-geometry holdup assay is calibrated in
two steps. One step measures the radial detection response

II. DESCRIPTION OF HOLDUP MEASURE- at the assay energy to obtain the appropriate geometric fac-
MENTS OF HIGH-BURNUP PLUTONIUM tors for the calibration. This requires a point source, not

necessarily a standard, of the assay gamma ray. The second
A. Holdup Measurement Purposes and Method step measures a point-source standard of the appropriate

material to obtain the attenuation-corrected absolute point
The new glove-box assay systems (GBASs) quantify response per unit mass of isotope at a known distance ro.

holdup of high-burnupplutonium as mixed oxide (MOX) in
the automated bulk processing equipment of the Power The holdup assay uses the equipment-attenuation-eor-
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation's rected net peak count rate from a holdup deposit measured at
(PNC's) Plutonium Fuel Production Facility (PFPF) in the distance r. This count rate is divided by the absolute
Japan. The assay for GBAS is based on counting coincident response per unit mass and by the appropriate geometric
neutrons from spontaneous fission of the effective 240pu factor (unity for point source assays) and multiplied by
mass to give the total plutonium mass, as described cise- (r/rO)n, where n is 2, 1, or 0 for point, line, or area sources,
where. 3 Each GBAS assay gives the quantity of plutonium respectively.
in an entire (3-m-tall by 3- or 6-m-wide) glove box in the
PFPF process. The GBAS calibrations were performed in B. Holdup Measurement Equipment and
situ by placing MOX reference materials inside each process Calibration
glove box and performing the neutron measurements as pre-
scribed for an assay. The background count rates for these The generalized-geometry holdup assays at the PFPF
calibration measurements, produced by the plutonium were calibrated at Los Alamos. A 2.5-cm-diam by 5-cm-
holdup within each glove box, were determined by perform- thick, shielded, cylindrically collimated NaI(TI)detector with
ing the same GBAS measurements on each glove box with a 1.6-mm-thick cadmium filter and a portable multichannel
the MOX r'.ference materials removed. Once determined, analyzer (PMCA) were used. Two energy ROIs were set up
the GBAS calibra_ons were applied to the calibration back- in the PMCA to obtain the calibration data. These were the
ground measurements I_ quantify the plutonium holdup, assay (375 to 450 keV) and the continuum background (475

to 550 keV) ROIs. This conservative choice for the assay
Holdup assays using portable gamma-ray equipment ROI eliminates half of the activity from the intense 239pu

were performed on most c¢ the PFPF glove boxes in gamma ray at 375 keV to minimize the relative interference
advance of the neutron calibration measurements to provide effects on the assay. An ROI set on the relatively intense
an independent verification of the new GBAS results: The 208-kev gamma-ray peak from 237U decay was used to
gamma-ray assays are inherently less accurate than the neu- monitor the gain for the possibility of drift.
tron assays in this particular holdup situation, primarily
because of the uncertainties in estimated corrections for The radial detection response was measured with a stan-
attenuation of measured gamma rays by the bulk processing dard point source of low-burnup plutonium. The absolute
equipment. However, the measurements provided a f'trst response was measured with four different standard point
opportunity to test the generalized-geometry method for sources representing a large burnup range, including the
holdup assayl,2 in particular, and low-resolution gamma-ray low-burnup source. The spectra obtained with these four
quantitative and attributes measurements in general, on high- standards are shown in Fig. l(a)-(d), with the assay and
burnup plutonium in a processing facility, continuum background ROIs shaded. The isotopic compo-

sitions and plutonium masses of the four calibration start-
The generalized-geometry holdup assay method uses dards are included in Table I. The dramatic differences

gamma-ray detectors with cylindrical collimators. The assay among the four spectra, particularly near and below the
signal is the net count rate for a gamma-ray peak. Each cho- assay ROL are primarily the results of the 241pu fraction
sen peak corresponds to the radioactive decay of a specific variability with burnup and the 241Amvariability with bum-
isotope. The net peak activity is a measure of the isotope up and age.
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Fig. l (a)-(d). Low.resolation &amma-ra,y spectra of four platonium standards, Pl, P4, PS, and P6 (a, b, c, and d, respectively), where PI is a low-burn-
up standard and burnup increases with standard number. These four standards were used for the calibration of the ori&inai assays of high-burnup-pluto-
nium holdup. The assays were performed using the P6 calibration, based on the similarity between d and the process material spectra. The assay ROI
(ROla) for the original holdup measurements was the 375- to 450-kev shaded ROI. /ts continuum backgroand RO! is also shaded. The two lower-
energy ROls (ROI2 al 181-235 kev and ROI3 al 300-375 keV) used in the new (three-ROl) analysis procedure are shaded as weil.

C. Holdup Measurement Procedures and Results The gamma-rayholdup measurementswere performeda_
the glove ports of the 3- by 3-m (36-port) and 3- by 6-m

Before holdup measurements were performed at the (72-port) glove boxes at the PFPF facility. The measure-
PF'PF, two MOX processreferencesamples,eachcontain- mentswereperformedat onesurface(frontor back)of each
ingapproximately5g of plutonium,weremeasuredaspoint glovebox. (The automatedprocessequipmentwascentered
sources. Based on a visual inspectionof the spectra and generally symmetric,front-to-back,within the glove
obtainedfrom thesesamples,the calibrationobtainedwith boxes.)The detectorwaspositionedat the glove-portcen-
the highest burnup standard point source o_ the fo_-rca:ihra ters, 57 cm from the lengthwise vertical plane through the
don standardswasselectedfor assayingtheprocesssamples center of theglovebox. A calcinerextensionto oneof the
for verificationpurposes.The pointsourceassayresultsfor gloveboxeswas alsomeasured.Thespacingbetweenadja-
239puwerewithin 5% of thereferencevaluesfor thesepro- centmeasurements(in adjacentgloveports)correspondedto
cess samples. Subsequently, the holdup assays were per- the full width at half maximum of the radial detection
formed using the verified calibration (based on the highest- response in this vertical plane, fulfilling the criterion for uni-
burnup standard), form coverage. The spectra were digitized into 512 channels
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TABLE I. Reference Sample Isotopic Composition and Plutonium Mass

wt%

Sample Update d tO ._ Pu 238pu, 239pu 240pu " 241pu _42pu 241'_n

pl a 4/25/91 0.397 0.011 93.795 5.989 O.170 0.035 0.256
P2 4/25/91 0.397 0.023 89.398 10.103 0.381 0.095 0.330
P3 4/25/91 0.396 0.046 84.707 14.163 0.851 0.233 0.766
p4a 4/25/91 0.396 0.105 77.933 19.819 1.572 0.569 1.834
p5a 4/25/91 0.396 0.128 76.118 21.282 1.766 0.705 2.041
p6a 4/25/91 0.394 0.913 66.883 24.076 4,541 3.587 4,455
P7 4/25/91 0.393 1.235 62.602 25.846 5.592 4.726 4.439

C8 7/21/91 5.856 0.011 93.460 6.314 0.175 0.040 0.152
C9 7/21/91 5.846 0.068 84.532 14.234 0,808 0.359 0.437

CI0 7/21/91 5.788 0.823 74.223 18.513 4,338 2.103 2.364
CII 7/21/91 5.771 1.168 63.475 25.782 5.318 4.257 2.913

aUsed incalibration of oribdnalholdup measurements .

and were acquired in 50- to 100-s counting periods. Ali box. The steel attenuation correction factors for the assay
spectra were stored on PMCA magnetic tape. ROI and the operator-d-,',clared 239Pu weight fractions are

also given. The plutonium holdup assays obtained with
For each glove box, the net count rates for the assay ROI these Ra values were compared with the holdup assays

were averaged for ali glove-port locations, and room back- obtained from neutron coincidence counting. The neutron
ground was subtracted from the average. The con'ection assays were obtained for combined (wall and aisle) halves of
factors for equipment attenuation were applied to the average the double-width glove boxes. These results were compared
net count rates. These were calculated from the known with the combined gamma-ray assays for the two halves.
transmission of 400-kev gamma rays through steel. Each The comparison results are given in Table II. The average
glove box was assigned an effective (estimated) attenuating assay ratio (gamma to neutron) is 1.17. The relative start-
thickness of 3, 6, or 10 mm of steel, corresponding to cpr- dart deviation in the assay ratio is 28%. The relative uncer-
rection factors of 1.23, 1.51, or 2.00, respectively, based on tainty in the neutron holdup assay is estimated to be approx-
a visual inspection of the equipment within the box and on imately 10%. Thus, the observed relative standard deviation
the assurtaption that the holdup is deposited within the is attributed to the uncertainty in the gamma-ray holdup
equipment in the glove box. The correction factor of 3 for assay.
attenuation of gamma rays by the calciner equipment was
based on an estimated steel thickness of 16mm. The major contributor to the uncertainty in the gamma-

ray holdup assay is the uncertainty (-25 %) in the correction
The area-source calibration was applied to the average, factors for equipment attenuation. The assumption that the

attenuation-corrected net count rate for each glove box. The holdup is deposited at the center of the process equipment
assay result, in g 239pu/cm2, for a given glove box was could also result in a systematic component (a positive bias,
multiplied by the total deposit surface area (typically in this case, resulting from an overestimate of equipment
9 x 104 cm 2) to give the mass (in grams) of 239pu holdup attenuation effects) in this uncertainty. Ignoring self-atten-
in the glove box. The line source cal:,bration was applied to uation effects is an obvious source of a systematic effect
the caiciner average (attenuation-corrected net) count rate. (negative bias in this case), but the measured deposit thick-
The assay result, in g 239Pu/cm, was multiplied by the total nesses indicate that this is small relative to the uncertainties
calciner length (200 cm) to give the mass (in grams) of in the equipment attenuation. The calibration uncertainty that
239pu holdup in the calciner. The 239Pumass for each glove results from variations in the isotopic distributions (varying
box (and for the calciner) was divided by the operator- interference effects)is estimated to be approximately 10%.
declared stream-average weight fraction of the 239pti isotope Measurement precision is negligible in this discussion.
to yield the gamma-ray assay of plutonium holdup for each Other uncertainties (in room backgrounds, detector position-
glovebox. ing,andnonuniformdepositgeometries)arealsoexpectedto

berelativelysmall.The useofhigh-resolutiongamma-ray
D. Comparison of Neutron and Gamma.Ray spectroscopywouldeliminatetheI0% calibrationuncer-

Holdup Results tainty. However, only an improved knowledge of the
equipment attenuation effects, which would certainly be

Table II gives the average, attenuation-corrected net achieved with gamma-ray holdup measurements of ducts or
count rate in the assay. ROI (Ra, s"l) and its relative uncer- piping, would lead to a significant improvement inthe assay
tainty (determined from counting statistics) for each glove uncertainty.

M,ltl



TABLE II. Original Anal_,sis of Glove-Box Data

Average 239pu CF Steel Assay Ratio
Glove Box Ra (sq) 1_ (%) Wt Fraction (400 keV) (Gamma/Neutron)

UCP01 17.5 3 0.63 1.5 0.73,,,,,

UCP03-w 7.9 7 0.63 1.5
UCP03-a 23.6 3 0.63 1.2 1.30
UCP04 34.3 1 0.61 1.2
UCP04-2 161.4 1 0.61 3.0 0.90
UFP01 24. l 2 0.63 1.2 1.24,w

UFP02-w 58.3 1 0.63 1.5
UFP02-a 16.5 4 0.63 1.5 1.57
UFP03 21.7 3 0.62 1.5 1.46
UFP05-w 7.6 16 0.63 2.0
UFP05-a 30.6 3 0.63 2.0 1.56
UFP12-w 64.8 2 0.62 2.0
UFP12-a 43.4 2 0.62 1.2 1.05
UPF15 3.9 13 0.63 1.2 0.74

w---Glove-box section adjacent to wall Av -- 1.17
a----Glove-box sectionadjacent to aisle Io (%) = 28

These low-resolution gamma-ray holdup measurements A set of seven, physically identical reference standards,4
of high-burnup plutonium were successful because they P1 through P7, were used to develop and test the theoretical
agreed within expectations with the neutron holdup assays, basis of the new analysis procedure. These and an addi-
However, this success is largely the result of the range of tional set of four physically identical standards, 5 C8 through
standards available for the calibration. The major drawback C11, were used to evaluate the new analysis procedure.
to the approach is the dependence of the calibration on the Table I gives the isotopic compositions and plutoniummasses for the standards. In both sets, burnup (24t Pu con-evaluation of spectra produced by process samples because
the signature for 239pu assay contains a variable 241Am tent) increases with standard number.
interference. A new analysis method is required that elimi-
nates the interference from the assay signature and requires B. Derivation of Theoretical Activity Ratios

only one standard for calibration. Theoretical gamma-ray isotopic activities were calculated
III. A NEW LOW.RESOLUTION PLUTONIUM for ROI2, ROI3, and ROla (181 to 235 keV, 300 to

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD 375 keV, and 375 to 450 keV, respectively) for the stan-
dards, P1 through PT. The activity (in s"l) for a gamma ray

A. Introduction of a given isotope is given by

23Th9|eassay ROI for the low-resoluti_amma-ray assayof 3 Pu is dominated by activity from Pu, but also con- I = N .____.B • m , (1)
tains significant activity from 241Am as the sample burnup cz
and age increase. The new analy.sis procedure corrects the where
measured activity in the assay region for the 241Aminterfer-
ence on a spectrum by spectrum basis. The procedure com- N = 6.023 x 1023atoms/mole,
bines measured activities from energy regions below the Z = isotope decay constant (s-l),
assay ROI (ROIa) with theoretical activity ratios to obtain a 0_= isotope atomic weight (g/mole),
unique _lAm correction for each spectrum. B = ganarna-raybranching ratio (gamma rays/

disintegration), and
Two new energy ROIs are defined below ROIa, at 300 m = isotope mass (g).

to 375 kev and at 181 to 235 keV. These two new ROIs are
highlighted in the four spectra in Fig. 1. The continuum The isotopes that contribute to the activities in the three
background for ROI3 (300 to 375 keV) is the same as that energy regions are 239pu, 24.1Am,and 237U. The 237Uis in
used for ROla. Continuum background for ROI2 (181 to secular equilibrium with _tpu for the standards as well as
235 keV) was obtained from two narrow (6- to 7-keV-wide) for the process material holdup. The masses of 239pu,
ROls, not highlighted in Fig. 1, set on either side of ROI2. 241pu, and 241Am in the standards can be computed from

Table I as the product of plutonium mass and the respective



isotope weight fractions. The 237U mass is computed from soo
the 241pu mass as foUows: % tor_

" 400 ' ./J
= _-241 *' a237 ,. m241 , (2) ;.

m237 ,_237 " O[241
._ 300,

where the subscripts 237 and 241 refer to the 237U and o-" 200

241pu isotopes, respectively, and the 241pu decay constant is ,-t-

the partial decay constant for the alpha decay branch.
t- 100

The total theoretical activity in a region was computed for '_ _ 2,,_2_,2,,_ "'pu
each isotope by summing the activities of ali gamma rays 0 _".7- _ ."
within the region separately for each isotope. The summed 0 1 2 3 ( s a r e
activities are plotted vs standard number for the three iso- SAMPLENUMBER
topes (along with the total for ali three) in Fig. 2(a), (b), and
(c) for ROI2, ROI3, and ROla, respectively. Assuming that (a)
variations in detection efficiency within a region and the par-
tial overlap of some of the low-resolution (finite-width)
peaks with the energy region can be ignored to first order,
these plots show the theoretical relative contributions of the ao
isotopes to the low-resolution gamma-ray spectra of the

standards for the three energy regions. _ rOTOr

Figure 2(c) shows the increase in 241Am interference , eo
with increasing burnup for the assay ROI. This effect
becomes larger still as the samples age. Figure 2(b) shows i
that ROI3 includes significant components of ali three iso- _ 4o
topes at most burnups. However, ROI2 is dominated by
237Uactivity at ali burnups, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The new ,.
procedure uses the measured activity in ROI2 to determine
and remove the 241pu-237U activity from ROI3. Only __ 20
241Amand 239pu activities remain in ROI3 and ROla. oqt =- _-- = - -

L

The theoreticalratio of 241pu_.237Ugarmna-rayactivities o _ ,
between ROI2 and ROI3 for the Nai(TD holdup detector is r.utmn.tNUUHR

5".Bi o(1- T336)° T3"]6 (b)
x = i , (3)

y Bi. (1- r2o8)• r__8
-/ 40

where %," aoY_Bi = 241pu-237U branching ratio sum from 300 to _-
i

23|pu375 keV,
_: 20
_ffi

5".Bj = 241pu-237U branching ratio sum from 181 toJ
235 keV, __ 1o ="_

°Tn = n-keV-gamma-ray transmission through 5 cm of ,t
A • • •

Nal, and o 1 2 3 4 s e r a
NOM_H

T',, = n-keV-gamma-ray transmission through 1.6 cm
of cadmium. (c)

The gamma-ray transmission expression is
Fig. 2(a)-(c). Theoreticalisotopiccomponentsof theRO!gamma.ray

T = e-_°t , (4) activitiesfor thestandardsPI-P7 plus thetotalROIgamma-rayactiv-
ity, plotted vs standardnumber,for (a) RO12,(b) RO13,and (c) the
assayROi.ROia.



where p and t are the density (gJcm2) and :hickness (cml source cladding. The attenuation corrections are performed
respectively, of the material and # is the mass attenuation at the ROI mean energies, 208, 336, and 410 keV, respec-
coefficient (cm2/g) of the material at the energy of the gamma tively. The self-attenuation correction factor for the 11 pel-
ray. The energies, n, are the mean energies (corresponding let-shaped standards, viewed end-on at a large distance com-
to the approximate centroids of the distributions of net pared to the pellet dimensions, is
counts) within the ROls.

The theoretical ratios, analogous to Eq. (3), of 241Am CFsetr= InT_/(TS- 1) , (7)
and 239pu gamma-ray activities between ROI3 and ROla for where
the Nai(T1) holdup detector are

B: rn° (1- T336) ° T3] 6 TS = n-keV-gamma-ray transmission through the source.
y = i (5) The cladding attenuation correction factor is

x I1- r lo
J CFctad= 1lTe , (8)

and
where

_.B239, • (l- T336)"T3_6
z = ' , (6) Tc = n-keV-gamma-ray transmission through the cladding.

'-t

_'.B: 39° (1 - T410}° T4I0
j Equation (4) gives the form of Tns and Tc.

respectively, where In the second step, the 241pu-237U component is
subtracted from the ROI3 net count rate to give

Y-B/Am = 241Am branching ratio sum from 300 toi R =R3-x. R2 , (9)
375 keV,

where

BjAm = 241 Am brancl'.ing ratio sum from 375 to Rt = measured, attenuation-corrected ROIk net count rate)
450 keV, and

B239 = 239pu branching ratio sum from 300 to R_ - adjusted ROlk net count rate.i
375 keV, and

Two more equations can now be written:

_.B239 = 239pu branching ratio sum from 375 to R3-'-R_" +R3239 (10)/
450 keV.

and

The coefficients x, y, and z are used to derive the 241pu-
237U, 241Am and 239Pu components of the net counts in Ra = RAm +Ra239 , (li)
ROI3 and ROIa of each spectrum. The 239pu component of
ROla is the 239pu assay signal, indc.pendent of Z41Am where the superscripts, Am and 239, label the 241Am and
interference. The ratio of the 241pu-2._/LI component to the 239pu components of the net count rates in ROI3 and ROla.
2aOpu com_R0nentis a measure of the burr,up attribute. The The isotopic components represent four unknowns in the
ratio of the 241Amcomponent to the 241Pu-237U component two Eqs., (10) and (11).
is a measure of the age attIibute.

The third and final step is to reduce the number of un-
C. Evaluation of New Analysis Method with knowns in Eqs. (10) and (II) to two and to subseqttently

Standards solve the equations to give the 24tAm and 239pucomponents
of the net count rates in ROI3 and ROIa. Rewriting the

Gamma-ray spectra were obtained with the Nal(Tl) Eq. (10) unknown components in terms of the Eq. (ll)
holdup detector for the standards, P1-- P7 and C8-C 1 1, unknown components gives
described in Table I. (Figure, l shows these spectra for P1
and P4-P6.) The isotopic componer_ts of ROI3 and ROIa R Am--y • Raam (12)
were evaluated for each of these spectra.

and
As a first step in this procedure, the measured net count

rates in ROI2, ROI3, and ROla are multiplied by correction R3239-- z * R239 (13)factors for source self-attenuation and attenuation by the



where y and z are defined in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. 4oo
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (10) and solving for ,', cs.ll
the two independent ROIa compone.ntsgives _ A p1.T_,

a¢ 300

and _
A

Ra239= Ra - R,:_m , (15)

where Ra_ is defined by Eq. (14). _ 10o

Equations (14) and (15) give the 241Amand 239pucount o ...... , . -
rate components of the attenuauon-corrected net count rate in o 1 2 s 4 s " e
ROIa, the assay region. These are proportionalto the 241Am g aSSpu
and 239pu masses, respectively. The original analysis used
the count rate, Ra, including the 241Am component, as the (a)
signal for the 239-puassay. Figures 3(a), (b) and 4(a), (b)
are plots of the 239pu assay signal for the original and new 3o

24'

•.,,. & Ce-l+ em _ 10'
& p_.Tam_ A ,,,,,_ ,m _ . .
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'f" ! / _,..,.m. LT 0
": 00 o, o2 03 o, os

o ..... . - ., . ...... .__ _ (b)

0 1 _ 3 4 S 4 Fig. 4(a), (b). Net 239pu count rate in the assay ROI, ROla, calcalated
g tSePu by the three-RO! method ¢$ 239pu n_sfor the standards (a) PI--P7

and C8--C11 and for (b) PI-P7 only. The straight line is a linear flt
(a) to the data. The relative avera&e absolute deviation of the flt ix shown.

30' f

24 analysis methods, respectively, vs the reference 239pu mass
- for ali of the standards. The departures from linearity in the

original analysis aremost evident for the lowest-239pu-mass
1s (highest burnup)standards in each set.tid

_2 /-- The quantity R2, the attenuation-corrected net count ratein ROI2, is proportional to the 24lpu mass. Therefore, the
_ ratio of R2 to Eq. (15), which is proportional to the 241pu-

o= e _" a,,,,_, s._ to-239pu isotope ratio, is a signal for the burnup attribute.
o The ratio of E_I..(14) to R2, which is proportional to the

241Am-to-241pu isotope ratio, is a signal for the age
O - • .... '

o.o o._ o12 ola o_4 o.s attribute. Figure 5 is a plot of the experimental 241pu-to-
239pu isotope ratio vs the reference value for the 11 start-

s as s_ dards. The average, absolute deviation of the linear fit from
(b) the data is 7%, including the two low-burnup (Pl and CS)

standards and 5% excluding them. Theseexperimentaldata
Fi& 3(a), (b). Net coaat rate. in the assay ROi, ROla, determined by for the lowest burnup standards are positively biased
thesingle-RO!methodvs2JgPumac.for thestandard.¢(a) PI-P7 and because of the 203-keV 239pt1interference (of -25%) in the
C8--Clland.for(b)Pl--PTonly. Thestrai&htlineixa linearfis to the ROI2 net rate. This effect is much smaller at higher
dala.Therelativeaverageabxolu2e,deviationofthefuisshown. " ........



o.+o f and

•, dom_ - 7.2 (S.4)

= o.oe. marea=(R2a39/A• k) (g 239pu/cm2) . (19)

0._. The detector-specific geometric factors, L (cm) and,4 (cm2),

for line- and area-source measurements, respectively, are
defined elsewhere. 1.2.9 Equations (16) through (19),

'- o.o4 _ including ali terms, are the same equations used to calibrate

./
the assay and quantify the results for the original PFPF

0.o_ A c,.,,,,- were used for the calibration and assay signals instead of
holdup measurements except that Ra, 0 and Ra from Eq. (11)

A pl.7,,,- _ R239o.oo ..... a,O and Ra239,respectively.o _'o io lo ,;_ s'o so
cn'*'Pu (lsl.:|ss)lcn "--Pu, (sTs-4so) IV. NEW ANALYSIS APPLIED TO HOLDUP

MEASUREMENT SPECTRA

Fig. 5. The reference values for the 241pu-to-239pu mass ratios are The stored low-resolution gamma-ray spectra from the
plotted vs the 241pu-to-239pa court rate ratios determined by the three, generalized geometry holdup calibration and the glove-box
RO! tnethod for the standards P1-4:'7 and C8-C11. The straight line is holdup measurements were re-analyzed using the new anal-
alin_arfutothedata. The relative avera&e absolute deviation of the fit ysis procedure. The results of the re-analysis are given in
is shown, with and without (in parentheses) the lowest burnup (Pl ca:el Table III. These include the average 241Am-corrected net

C8)resultsincluded, count rate in ROla (Ra239, s"l), its relative uncertainty, and
the ratio of gamma-ray to neutron assays for each glove box.

The notable decreases in the gamma-ray to neutronassay
.... _.,. _ _..,_.. ratios for UCP03, UCP04, UFPOI, UFP05, and UFP12 in

"------toU_-2"_:fl_"_a_smilwa_t_°e_P_tnS_:°_lues_ivPeesr_a_r_a_ei4'_ Table III compared to the results in Table II are likely to be
t ------ "-------"-2211- - ) the effects of differences in the americium weight fractions

average absolute deviation, primarily because the Am of the holdup deposits. For glove boxes in which the
activity is derived fromROls dominated by otheractivities, americium fraction of the holdup deposits is greatest, the

original gamma-ray assay based on the single ROI analysis
D. Summary of New Analysis Procedure will be positively biased relative to assays for glove boxes

Only a single point-source standa,'d is required to obtain with lower americium fractions in the holdup deposits. The
the calibration of the generalized-g;:ometry holdup assay of assay based on the new analysis will be unbiased as a result
239pu,independent of241Am interference:. The point-source of this difference. Another possible cause of decreasedgamma-ray to neutron assay ratios is a significant excess of
standard with 239pu mass, mo (g), is measured at the 237Np in the holdup deposits for these glove boxes relative
distance, ro (eta), on the detector axis. The value of to the others. Because the 237Npactivity is concentrated in
R239 (v 239for the standard}is obtained by solving Eqs. (9), the ROI3 energy range, its presence at levels above 1000a,0 _a

(14), and (15) using the theoretically deri.ved x, y, and z val- parts per million (by weight, relative to plutonium) results in
ues for the detector/spectral analysis system and the mea- a significant oversubtraction of the 241Am activity from the
sured, attenuation-corrected net counts in ROI2, ROI3, and rrcasured ROla activity.

ROla. The absolute calibration response per unit mass of The measured net count rates in ali three ROIs, including
239pu at ro, the two new ROls (ROI2 and ROI3), were corrected for

equipment attenuation effects in the new analysis procedure.

k ..239, This correction, which was performed in the original analy-= Ka.o/mo (s.l g-l) , (16) sis only for the ROla net count rate, is significantly largerat
the lower energies, especially at 208 keV. The steel attenua-
tion correction factors at the mean ROI2 and ROI3 energies

is used to obtain the specific 239pu holdup masses in the are given in Table III. Because the average steel attenuating
respective point, line, or area deposit geometries, measured thickness is only an estimate for automated equipment of this
at the distance, r (cre), as follows: type, and because some of the estimated thicknesses axe

quite large (16 mm for the calciner, UCP04-2), additional
systematic effects resulting from larger uncertainties in the

mt,oou= (R2a39/k)(r/rof (g 239Pu) , (17) equipment attenuation correctionfactors are expected. How-
ever, agreement with the neutronholdup assays remains rea-

''4 'sonable (w.a,:n 10% with a 35% relative standard devia-
tion), as shown by the average gamma-ray-to neutron assay

milne= (R2a39/L"k)(r/ro) (g 239pa/cre) , (18) ratio in Table IIL



.

TABLE IH. Reanalysis of Glove-Box Da_a

CF Steel
Average Assay Ratio

Glove BOx R239 Is-l) lo (%) (208 keV) (336 keV) (Gamma/Neutron)

UCPO1 8.8 7 1.9 1.6 0.70
UCP03-w 5.1 11 1.9 1.6
UCP03-a 9.0 6 1.4 1.3 1.06
UCP04 12.5 2 1.4 1.3
UCP04-2 32.1 4 4.7 3.2 0.52
UFP01 9.2 5 1.4 1.3 0.89 _

UFP02-w Spectral data were not available for reanalysisUFP02-a
UFP03 12.1 6 1.9 1.6 1.53
UFP05-w 3.0 30 2.8 2.2
UFP05-a 11.8 8 2.S 2.2 1.14
UFPI2-w 22.4 4 2.8 2.2
UFP12-a 19.1 3 1.4 1.3 0.72
UPF15 2.0 22 1.4 i'.3 0.73

w--Glove-box section adjacent to wall Av - 0.91
a---Glove-box section adjacent to aisle lo I%) = 35

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS measurements of this type of equipment often involve access
difficulties, high equipment densities and low signals in

The quantitative assay of high-burnup plutonium holdup high-background areas. Testing of the new scintillator-
by low-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry with a sing.le photodiode detectors in these applications is recommended
assay ROI has been achieved by calibrating the assay With for inetr.ased portability and simplicity.
four plutonium standardsrepresenting a range of fuel burnup
and 7AIAmcontent. A new procedure that requires only one The new procedure has been applied to gamma-ray
plutonium calibration standard and uses three ROIs has been _lctra from reference materials and holdup deposits with
developed and tested with standards and with spectra Am components near 5% by weight. The subtraction of
obtained from high-burnup-plutonium holdup deposits. The the 241Am interference results in losses in assay precision.
new procedure uses calculated theoretical isotope activity For this reason, the procedure is not recommended for assay
ratios for the three energy ROls. The total 239pu mass, as of materials for which the 241Am component exceeds 10%
well as the burnupattribute of the high-burnup material, ate by weight. Because of the potential for bias, the procedure
obtained with the new procedure, is not recommended for assay of materials in which the

237Np weight fraction exceeds 1000 parts per million.

Improvements to the calculated theoretical isotope activ- Assay of high-burnup plutonium holdup deposits for which
ity ratios include folding finite spectral widths into the either of these limits is exceeded can be accomplished by
branching ratio summations and incorporating the detection using the 208-keV 241pu-237U gamma-ray peak as the
efficiency effects on a (gamma-ray) line-by-line basis, rather assay signal. The two shortcomings of this approach are the
than applying gross factors to the energy-region branching- larger uncertainty ia the 241pu weight fraction (compared to
ratio summation. The addition of higher-americium start- that for 239pu) of the holdup deposits and the significantly
dards (requiring interference corrections in excess of 30%) larger effects of uncertainties in equipment attenuation eor-
to the test materials for the new procedures would be useful rection factors. For holdup measurements of process pip-
for sensitive evaluation of these improvements. An iterative ing, ducts, or tanks, the latter problem is minimal, even for
correction for the 239pu 203-keV interference with the 241pu the lower energy assay.
208-kev activity would improve the accuracy of experimen-
tally determined isotope ratios for low-burnup materials. The new procedure is simple to implement, despite

requirements for analyzing additional energy ROls. The

The application of these gamma-ray holdup assay proce- sensitivity to interference effects for both (new and original)
dures for process materials consisting of high-burnup plu- procedures is minimized by a conservative choice of limits
tonium is best suited to equipment such as pipes, ducts, and for the assay ROI. However, this choice also increases the
tanks, for which thicknesses of attenuating equipment are sensitivity of the as,,.ay to the effects of gain drift. There-
relatively well known and uniform. In these cases, the fore, these low-resolution methods applied to high-burnup
small, collimated, shielded gamma-ray ,Jetc,.tor is also a plutonium derive a particular benefit from automated gain
better choice than the large neutron slab detectors because drift compensation. Automation is particularly desirable for

__.______
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